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WEDDING CONTRACT 


This is a written agreement between Mary Chamberlain, DBA Merry Willow Photography/any contract photographer/
assistants listed herein:________________________ (hereafter known as the photographers) and 
___________________and _____________________(hereafter known as the clients.) This agreement is for the sole 
purpose of booking/reserving a date and providing services to the clients for the purpose of wedding photography.


The clients have hereby paid a deposit in the amount of $____________ (minimum $100 required) for the reservation 
of their wedding date on _____________. Any and all deposit/payments made prior to wedding are 100% non-
refundable for ANY REASON as time is being set aside to make your event the top priority on this day. In the event 
of a cancellation or date change by client every effort will be made to accommodate a new date. There can be no 
guarantees of two photographers for changes of date. If neither photographers are able to accommodate a date 
change, other photography equal to amounts already paid will be offered as compensation; to be redeemed within 
one year of this scheduled event. If only one photographer can accommodate a date change, there will be no 
change in total price of the wedding. Second photographer is only provided as a courtesy to clients. If for any 
reason two photographers cannot attend wedding, it does not change the total amounts due as stated within this 
contract.


Total costs of scheduled coverage:$_________. Balance remaining after deposit: $__________. Balance is due to lead 
photographer prior to leaving the venue by cash or debit/credit. No photos will be released until balance is paid in 
full. Photos are generally ready within 2 weeks of wedding date and will be provided in JPEG format, on flash drive, 
mailed to address on file. Limited previews are generally available sooner. 


Both clients are aware the photographers have been hired for the sole purpose of providing wedding photography 
for _________hours of coverage. Unscheduled additional coverage will be billed at $100.00 per hour and is due prior 
to final images being delivered.


While the utmost care will be taken with all digital files and photographs, photographers limit any liability for loss, 
damage, or failure to deliver photographs for any reason to return of all money paid by clients. Clients agree to hold 
harmless Mary Chamberlain, all contract photographers, assistants and Merry Willow Photography from any issues; 
mechanical, or otherwise that may result in unsatisfactory photos of this event.


There are no oral agreements between these parties. This contract, and detailed website information constitutes full 
and complete understanding between clients and photographers. 


Reproduction rights are given to the clients provided proper photo credit is given to photographers. Merry Willow 
Photography retains all copyrights of said photos. Photos from this event may be used for advertising, display, or 
any purpose thought proper by photographers.


It is understood NO other photographers including family members using cell phones will be allowed to take 
photographs while hired photographers are working. Clients understand resulting photos can be adversely effected 
by allowing others to take photos, especially with flash. This includes during the ceremony and specific reception 
moments. Breach of this may result in non-completion of the job and loss of deposits paid.


All above terms of this agreement are understood and agreed upon by the parties below:


_______________________________ _______________________________ 

Bride/Date                                        Groom/Date


_____________________________ 

Mary Chamberlain/Date




  

 


